Multi-label classification deals with the problem where each instance is associated with multiple class labels. Because evaluation in multi-label classification is more complicated than single-label setting, a number of performance measures have been proposed. It is noticed that an algorithm usually performs differently on different measures. Therefore, it is important to understand which algorithms perform well on which measure(s) and why. In this paper, we propose a unified margin view to revisit eleven performance measures in multi-label classification. In particular, we define label-wise margin and instance-wise margin, and prove that through maximizing these margins, different corresponding performance measures will be optimized. Based on the defined margins, a max-margin approach called LIMO is designed and empirical results verify our theoretical findings.
Introduction
Multi-label classification aims to build classification models for objects assigned with multiple labels simultaneously, which is a common learning paradigm in real-world applications. In text categorization, a document may be associated with a range of topics, such as science, entertainment, news and so on (Schapire and Singer, 2000) ; In image classification, an image can have both field and mountain tags (Boutell et al., 2004) ; In gene functional analysis, a gene belongs to the functions of protein synthesis, metabolism and transcription (Barutçuoglu et al., 2006) ; In music information retrieval, a piece of music could convey various messages such as classic, piano and passionate (Turnbull et al., 2008) .
In the traditional supervised classification, generalization performance of the learning system is usually evaluated by accuracy, or F-measure if misclassification costs are unequal. In contrast to single-label classification, performance evaluation in multi-label classification is more complicated, as each instance can be associated with multiple labels simultaneously. For example, it is difficult to tell which mistake is more serious: one instance with three incorrect labels vs. three instances each with one incorrect label. Therefore, a number of multi-label performance measures focused on different aspects have been proposed, such as micro-F1, macro-F1 (Tsoumakas et al., 2011) , hamming loss, ranking loss, one-error, average precision and coverage (Schapire and Singer, 2000) .
Because different performance measures focus on different aspects, previous works often analyze few specific measures. Dembczynski et al. (2010) showed that hamming loss and subset 0/1 loss cannot be optimized at the same time. Gao and Zhou (2013) studied the consistency of two performance measures: ranking loss and hamming loss. They proved that none convex surrogate loss is Bayes consistent with the ranking loss, and gave a consistent surrogate loss function for hamming loss in deterministic case. Ye et al. (2012) pointed out that algorithms for learning to maximize F-measures follow two approaches: the decision-theoretic approach (DTA) and the empirical utility maximization (EUM) approach. Waegeman et al. (2014) studied the DTA consistent F-measure optimization in multi-label classification setting, and presented a Bayes-optimal algorithm via estimating parameters of the joint distribution. Koyejo et al. (2015) studied the EUM optimal multi-label classifier for F-measure, including instance-, micro-and macro-averages. As far as we know, although used to justify the superiority of multi-label classification algorithms (Zhang and Wu, 2015) , some performance measures have not been carefully analyzed.
Instead of detailedly analyzing one or two multi-label performance measures, we are trying to analyze whether there are shared common properties between different measures. Towards empirical utility maximization (EUM) and empirical loss minimization (ELM), we propose a margin view to revisit a large number of multi-label performance measures including hamming loss, ranking loss, one-error, coverage, average precision, macro-, micro-and instance-averaging F-measures and AUC s. Specifically, two new concepts called label-wise margin and instance-wise margin are proposed. Based on these margins, we define the effectiveness to describe the ability of a multilabel predictor F to seperate, and analyze the relationship between an effective predictor and performance measures. Our results show that by maximizing each margin, corresponding performance measures will be optimized. In addition, we design the LIMO approach to maximize these margins and conduct experiments on real-world benchmark datasets. Experiments not only support the theory predicts, but also demonstrate a flexible way to optimize multi-label performance measures we need through one approach by different parameter settings.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the notations and definitions of eleven multi-label performance measures. Section 3 proposes the label-wise and instance-wise margins, and analyzes how they are related to the performance measures. Section 4 presents the LIMO approach. Section 5 reports the results of experiments. Finally, section 6 concludes and indicates several future issues.
Preliminaries
In this section, we define the notations used in this paper, and multi-label performance measures we will discuss in the next section.
Notations
Assume x i ∈ R d×1 is a real value instance vector, y i ∈ {0, 1} l×1 is a label vector for x i . m denotes the number of training samples. Therefore y ij (i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , l}) means the jth label of the ith instance, and y ij = 1 or 0 means the jth label is relevant or irrelevant. The instance matrix is X ∈ R m×d and the label matrix is Y ∈ {0, 1} m×l . H :
l is the multi-label classifier, and we consider separate classifier on each label, so H = {h 1 , . . . , h l } and h j (x i ) denotes the prediction of y ij . Moreover,
is the multi-label predictor and the predicted value can be regarded as the confidence of relevance. Similarly, F can be decomposed as {f 1 , . . . , f l } where f j (x i ) denotes the predicted value of y ij .
H can be induced from F via thresholding functions. For example,
] uses a thresholding function based on the instance x i and outputs 1 if predicted value is higher than the threshold. Table 1 summarizes the eleven multi-label performance measures we will study in this work. The first five measures (hamming loss, ranking loss, one-error, coverage, average precision) are considered in Schapire and Singer (2000) and a multitude of works, e.g., Zhang and Wu (2015) and Dembczynski et al. (2012) . The next six measures are F-measure and AUC (the Area Under the ROC Curve) extensions in multi-label classification via different averaging strategies. These F-measures are popluar both in algorithm evaluation (Liu and Tsang, 2015) and theoretical analysis (Dembczynski et al., 2011 ) (Koyejo et al., 2015) . AUC s are used for algorithm evaluation such as in Pham et al. (2015) Zhang and Wu (2015) .
Multi-label Performance Measures

Label-wise Margin vs. Instance-wise Margin
Here we define two new concepts: label-wise margin and instance-wise margin.
Definition 1. Given a multi-label predictor F : R d → R l and F = {f 1 , . . . , f l }, a training set (X, Y ), the label-wise margin on instance x i is defined as:
i· is the set of all (relevant, irrelevant) label index pairs of instance i.
Definition 2. Given a multi-label predictor F : R d → R l and F = {f 1 , . . . , f l }, a training set (X, Y ), the instance-wise margin on label Y ·j is defined as:
is the set of all (positive, negative) instance index pairs of label j. Label-wise margin and instance-wise margin describe the ability of F to separate. The larger the label-wise margin, the easier to distinguish relevant 
The fraction of misclassified instance-label pairs.
Ranking loss
The average fraction of reversely ordered label pairs of each instance.
The fraction of instances whose most confident label is irrelevant.
Coverage
The number of more labels on average we should include to cover all the relevant labels.
Average precision
The average fraction of relevant labels ranked higher than a particular relevant label.
F-measure averaging on the prediction matrix.
AUC averaging on prediction matrix.
and irrelevant labels of an instance. Meanwhile, the larger the instance-wise margin, the easier for F to distinguish positive and negative instances of a particular label. Therefore, we want to maximize label-wise/instance-wise margin to get better performance.
Although we prefer maximizing these two margins, with respect to performance measures, the objective can be relaxed. We define three properties a predictor F can have: label-wise effective, instance-wise effective and double effective. Roughly speaking, label-wise effective means F can exactly distinguish relevant and irrelevant labels of each instance and instance-wise effective means F can exactly distinguish positive and negative instances of every label. Not surprisingly, double effective F has the strongest ability to seperate.
F -based Performance Measures
Several multi-label performance measures can be empirically optimized according to the following theorems: Theorem 1. If a multi-label predictor F is label-wise effective on D, then ranking loss, one-error, coverage, average precision and instance-AUC are optimized on the dataset.
Proof: From the definition of label-wise effective, for every pair
. Therefore, the reversed set SetR i (in Table 1 Ranking loss) is empty and the cardinality of the set is zero, which implies the cardinality sum of all reversed sets rloss(F ) = 0. Ranking loss is optimized.
For a label-wise effective F , because label-wise margin is positive on an instance x i , we have:
i· ]] = 0 for every instance x i , and one-error(F ) = 0. One-error is optimized.
When F is label-wise effective, the maximum rank of a relevant label is less than the minimum rank of an irrelevant label, which means:
Therefore, coverage can be calculated as:
which is the optimal value of coverage. Assume j is a relevant label of instance i, it follows from Eq.(1) that:
Since rank F (x i , j) is exactly the definition of SetP ij , avgprec(F ) = 1, i.e, average precision is optimized.
Becasuse of label-wise effectiveness, for an instance x i , we have:
Therefore, the size of the correct ordered prediction value pair on instance i is:
Similar to the proof of instance-AUC, we can prove the result of macro-AUC :
Theorem 2. If a multi-label predictor F is instance-wise effective on D, then macro-AUC is optimized.
Proof: Becasuse of instance-wise effectiveness, for a label y j , we have:
Therefore, the the size of the correct ordered prediction value pair on label j is:
So marco-AUC (F ) = 1 and marco-AUC is optimized.
micro-AUC sees the label matrix as a whole and cannot be optimized by instance-wise effective F or label-wise effective F . In general case, it cannot be optimized by double effective F when the label matrix is very dense. Fortunately, in most practical multi-label problems, the label matrix is sparse. And we prove the Theorem 3 of micro-AUC under a simple sparse assumption.
For convenience, we redefine the micro-AUC in the following way:
Definition 6. Given a label matrix A ∈ {0, 1} m×l and the corresponding prediction matrix B ∈ R m×l , Then all pair set S all = {(i, j, u, v)|A ij = 1 ∧ A uv = 0} and the inversed pair set S inverse = {(i, j, u, v)|B ij < B uv ∧ A ij = 1 ∧ A uv = 0}. Therefore, micro-AUC on prediction B is:
This definition is another form and the value is equal to the micro-AUC definition in Table 1 . Based on this definition, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Given a label matrix A ∈ {0, 1} m×l , where m = kl(k ∈ N + ) and
The prediction matrix B ∈ R m×l , where:
Proof: Because for the given label matrix A, S all is fixed. We construct the worst case B to maximize the size of S inverse .
1. Rearrange A to a block diagonal matrix where each block is a column vector e = [1, 1, · · · , 1] ⊤ filled with k ones. Rearrange the rows of B as the operations conducted on A.
2. Suppose the B ij where A ij = 1 is top-down sorted. This means inversed pairs (B ij , B i ′ j ′ ) can only appear when i ′ > i and j ′ > j. Therefore, the number of inversed pairs is:
And
It is noticed if B ij is not top-down sorted after rearranging, the size of S inverse will decrease since some rows below will not be inversed.
Theorem 3. If a multi-label predictor F is double effective on D, where each instance has one relevant label and each label has k positive instances, then
Proof: If the prediction matrix of a double effective With the above analysis, we can conclude that a label-wise effective F can optimize ranking loss, one-error, coverage, average precision, instance-AUC and an instance-wise effective F can optimize macro-AUC. For micro-AUC, a double effective F can control it to a certain extent.
H-based Performance Measures
As mentioned in section 2.2, there are some measures evaluating classifier H instead of predictor F , leads to a discussion of thresholding.
A label-wise effective F can be equipped with a thresholding function based on each instance such as t(x i ) and construct the H by h j (
However, using t(x i ) on an instance-wise effective F is unreasonable since the predicted values on different labels may not be comparable. In a word, we should use suitable threshold function on different effective F s, i.e., t(x i ) on each instance for label-wise effective F , t j on each label for instance-wise effective F . It is reasonable to use either t(x i ) or t j for double effective F .
To formally analyze the H-based performance measures, we define the threshold error:
Definition 7. Given a descending ordered real-value sequence x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k with an optimal cut number c * , where c * ∈ N and 1 ≤ c * ≤ k. For a real value threshold t ∈ (x k − 1,
Intuitively, the threshold error ǫ counts how many items are incorrectly classified on a descending ordered sequence where the correct answer is c * . Based on the threshold error, we propose the following theorems about performance measures on H.
Theorem 4. For a label-wise effective F , if the thresholding function makes at most ǫ i error on each instance i, the instance-F1 and hamming loss can be bounded as follows:
Proof: The result of hamming loss is trivial because hamming loss is counting all the flipped bits and averaging on the size of label matrix. On each instance i, the label-wise effective property ensures that at most ǫ i bits are flipped, thus the Eq. (7) is proved. For the result of F-measure, because F is label-wise effective, its order of prediction value on a specific instance x i is correct. Therefore, the threshold error ǫ i can happen in either the two ways:
1. ǫ i positive labels are predicted as negative labels.
In this case, the true positive number T P i on this instance becomes |Y + i· | − ǫ i , and the false positive number F P i is zero, and the false negative number F N i becomes ǫ i . The precision value and the recall value will be:
And the F -measure i is:
2. ǫ i negative labels are predicted as positive labels.
In this case, the true positive number T P i on this instance is still |Y + i· |, and the false positive number F P i = ǫ i , and the false negative number F N i is zero. The precision value and the recall value will be:
Jointly considering the above two conditions, Eq.(6) is proved.
Similar to Theorem 4, we can prove the results for instance-wise effective F and double effective F :
Theorem 5. For an instance-wise effective F , if the thresholding function makes at most ǫ j error on each label j, then the macro-F1 and hamming loss can be bounded as follows:
Theorem 6. For a double effective F , if each instance has one relevant label and each label contains k positive instances. When k is large enough and the thresholding function makes ǫ error on the label matrix, then the micro-F1 and hamming loss can be bounded as follows:
The proofs of Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 are similar to the proof of Theorem 4, and we omit them.
With the above analysis, we can conclude that a label-wise effective F can optimize instance-F1, an instance-wise effective F can optimize macro-F1, and a double effective F can optimize micro-F1. All the three effective F s can optimize hamming loss.
Summary of main results
According to the analysis in section 3.1 and section 3.2, the relationship between multi-label performance measures and proposed margins can be summarized in Table 2 . Because double effective is a special case of label-wise effective and instance-wise effective, whenever a performance measure can be optimized by either of the two, double effective F can optimize it.
In the light of the analysis, the performance on different performance measures through optimizing margins can be expected. For example, if one only maximizes instance-wise margin on each label, s/he may suffer higher loss on ranking loss, coverage and some other measures where '✗' marked in the instance-wise column; If one tries to maximize the label-wise margin but pay no attention to instance-wise margin, s/he may perform well on average precision but poor on macro-F1 (e.g., Elisseeff and Weston (2002) ). Maximizing both the label-wise margin and instance-wise margins to get a double effective F is expected to be the best choice.
The LIMO Approach
The above analysis reveals that maximizing different margins will optimize different measures, and if possible, double effective F is prefered since it enjoys the benefits of maximizing both the label-wise margin and the instancewise margin. Therefore, we propose the LIMO (Label-wise and Instance-wise 
Margins Optimization) approach. LIMO is a single approach which can optimize both the two margins, and it can also be degenerated to optimize either margin seperately via parameter setting.
Formulation
Suppose F is a linear predictor, which means F (X) = W T X where W = [w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w l ]. We propose the following formulation:
Here ξ uv i and ξ j ab are the slack variables, and λ 1 , λ 2 are the trade-off parameters. When both λ 1 and λ 2 are positive, both label-wise and instance-wise margins are considered. If we set λ 1 = 0 (or λ 2 = 0), then only the label-wise (or instance-wise) margin is considered.
Algorithm
The objective Eq. (8) is difficult to solve directly because of the large number of constraints and slack variables. For a training set with m instances and l labels, the number of constraints will be O(m 2 l + ml 2 ), which may exceed memory limit in real-world applicaitons.
In order to deal with the computational problem, we solve the Eq. (8) by stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The key point of SGD is to find out a random vector, whose expected value at each iteration equals the gradient direction. We weightedly random samples two kinds of triplets to satisfy this requirement. At each iteration t, we sample a triplet (x t i , y iu , y iv ) where y iu is relevant and y iv is irrelevant, and a triplet (j, x t a , x t b ) where x t a is a positive instance and x t b is a negative instance both on label j. Then use the two triplets to compute the random vector for SGD. The detailed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1 and the proof that the random vector is an unbiased estimation of the gradient direction is available in Theorem 7.
Theorem 7. In each iteration (step 5 to step 15) of Algorithm 1, the updated direction of the model is an unbiased estimation of the gradient of Eq.(8).
Proof: Suppose the function in Eq. (8) is f (W ), because W can be decomposed into [w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w q ], we consider the partial gradient of a particular
The second term λ 1 φ 1 is the gradient of label-wise margin on w k , and the third term λ 2 φ 2 is the gradient of the instance-wise margin on w k .
Assume (x i , y ik , y ij ) is picked in step 5 and 6, the direction will be computed in step 8 or 9 according to:
train data matrix X ∈ R m×d , label matrix Y ∈ {0, 1} m×l , step size η ≥ 0, trade-off parameters λ 1 ≥ 0, λ 2 ≥ 0, the maximium iteration number T . Random sample a label using weight c label , and the index of label is j
12:
Random sample a positive instance x 
where C ′ and D ′ are constants. Similarly, we can prove the expectation of the direction in step 11 to 15:
Because of the linearity of expectation, and absorbing the constants into λ 1 and λ 2 , the gradient ∂f (W ) ∂w k can be unbiased estimated. Namely, the updated direction of the algorithm is an unbiased estimation of the gradient of Eq.(8).
Experiments
We conduct experiments on eleven multi-label performance measures to show that optimizing the label-wise or the instance-wise margin can lead to different results.
We choose five benchmark multi-label datasets 1 from different domains in our experiments: (i) A music dataset CAL500, (ii) an email dataset enron, (iii) a clinical text dataset medical, (iv) an image dataset corel5k, (v) a text dataset bibtex. The number of labels in these datasets varies from 45 to 374. We randomly split each dataset into two parts, i.e., 70% for training and 30% for testing. The experiments are repeated ten times, and the averaged results are reported.
Binary Relevance (BR) (Zhang and Zhou, 2014) , ML-kNN (Zhang and Zhou, 2007) and GFM (Waegeman et al., 2014) are provided for comparison. To demonstrate the relationship between margins and performance measures, we degenerate LIMO to only consider either margin by setting the trade-off parameter λ 1 or λ 2 to zero. LIMO-inst sets λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 1 and LIMO-label sets λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 0. Typical parameter configurations suggested in respective literatures are used for comparison methods. For BR, L2-regularized SVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) with C=1 is used as base learner. For ML-kNN and GFM, the number of nearest neighbors is 10. For LIMO-inst and LIMOlabel, the step size of SGD is set to 0.01 and suitable thresholds discussed in section 3.2 are used for H-based performance measures. The threshold values are computed by minimizing hamming loss or maximizing F-measure on the training set.
As summarized in Table 2 , some performance measures can be optimized via maximizing label-wise margin, and some can be optimized via maximizing instance-wise margin. In order to show this phenomenon, we group the performance measures into label-wise margin related (hamming loss, ranking loss, average precision, one-error, coverage, instance-F1, instance-AUC ) and instance-wise margin related (hamming loss, macro-F1, macro-AUC ). Because some measures are better when higher, and some measures are better when lower, to demonstrate the results more clearly, we compute the average ranking of each approach on each dataset to denote the performance on either group. And we leave the detailed but hard to convey results in Appendix at the end. For example, on dataset CAL500, LIMO-inst ranks 3rd on hamming loss, ranks 1st on macro-F1 and ranks 1st on macro-AUC, then its average ranking on instance-wise margin related measures is (3+1+1)/3=1.67. Results of label-wise margin related measures are shown in Table 3 , while instance-wise margin related measures are shown in Table 4 . Finally, we set λ 1 = 1 and λ 2 = 1 (called LIMO) to jointly consider label-wise margin and instance-wise margin. And the ranking results are in Table 5 . It is not surprising that LIMO beats LIMO-inst and LIMO-label on the average ranking over all the eleven performance measures. LIMO-label performs better than LIMO-inst mainly because more measures in eleven are label-wise margin related.
The experiment supports our theoretical analysis. Although different performance measures focus on different aspects, they share the common property which is formalized in our work as label-wise margin and instancewise margin. In practice, it is recommended to use higher weight (λ 1 /λ 2 ) on specific margin to optimize the required performance measure and use lower weight on the other to provide regularization. Though the performance of LIMO is highly competitive with state-ofthe-art multi-label classification algorithms, it is important to note that the emphasis of our work is to provide a unified understanding of the various performance measures, and LIMO is just an illustration that the unified understanding offers new insights for future algorithm design.
Conclusion
In this work, we present the effort of analyzing multi-label performance measures in a unified margin view. Our main result is that by maximizing label-wise and instance-wise margins, corresponding performance measures will be optimized. We have also proposed a LIMO approach to maximize the margins, and experimental results verify our theoretical findings.
Our work provides a new view of multi-label performance measures, disclosing that they share something in common. In the future, it is encouraging to study more effective ways to optimize these margins, which sheds a light on novel multi-label algorithms design.
Appendix: Detailed Experimental Results
In this section, detailed experimental results are included. The ranking results in Table 3 is computed from Table 6 . The ranking in Table 4 is  computed from Table 7 , and the ranking in Table 5 is computed from Table  8 and Table 9 . The full table of eleven multi-label performance measures is too wide. Therefore, we split the table into two tables. Table 8 includes first 6 measures and Table 9 includes the results of the last 5 measures. Table 6 : Experimental results on performance measures related to label-wise margin. For each performance measure, "↓" indicates "the smaller the better" and "↑" indicates "the larger the better". The results are shown in mean(rank). The smaller the rank, the better the performance. 
